










As   stressed   by   a   number   of   critics   (Kenyon,   1988;  Kenyon,   1991;  Humm,   1991; 
Werlock,   2000;  Wick   Sizemore,   2002),   after  World  War   II   contemporary   British 




body or  family  ties  have become significant  sources  of analysis  and formal   literary 











representation   of   the   human  mind   and   surrounding  world:   “As   I   see   it,   chaotics 
represents more of a general  outlook, a set  of  ideas describing the world,   including 
literary   texts,   in   ways   used   in   a   number   of   different   disciplines.   In   chaotics, 
interdisciplinary   links   are   often   created   with   literary   studies   and   literary 
theory” (Werner, 1999: 33)  1. Chaos Theory2   becomes a possible key to decode(fy) a 
text that is literally framed within a complex net of intertextual cultural references, such 
as   biology,   narratology,   structuralism,   psychoanalysis   and   feminism   together   with 





























discourses   and   according   to  Michael  Neary   “…her   novels   are   a   cathartic   process 





and   questioned   by   feminist   critics   during   the   last   three   decades   (Mitchell,   1974; 
Dinnerstein, 1976; Chodorow, 1981 [1999]; Hirsch, 1989; Benjamin, 1988; Ruddick, 
1980; Gilligan 1982; Vegetti Finzi, 1996; Tubert, 1997)5. For these reasons, I will only 
dwell   on   the   arguments   that   are  most   significant   in  my   analysis   of   the   (double) 
daughter­mother tale in Like Mother. I will not carry out a psychoanalytical reading of 
the   text,   my   aim   being   to   show   how   Diski   literally   uses   the   discourse(s)   of 
psychoanalysis to transform these ideas into literature and give life to a fictional world 
that points towards transmitting the complexity of life itself as well as the relationship 
between   subjectivity,   creation,   writing,   life   and   death.   The   dual   narrative   of   the 
daughter’s tale of her mother and of her own story gets inscribed through a complex 
intertextual thread within the feminist reinterpretation of the Freudian narrative of the 
gendered self.   It  is theory transformed into fiction.  I will  mainly concentrate  on the 
author’s breaking of epistemological  as well  as narratological  boundaries  in a novel 
5 My main objection is that Psychoanalysis, until very recently, has only studied the matrilineal 
connection in biologically related mothers and children, despite encompassing a relational construction of 
the gendered self.    Silvia Tubert’s  work  is,   in  this sense,   illuminating. For a wider  analysis of non­
psychoanalytic contemporary theory on Motherhood and Mothering Theory, see my “La teoría feminista 






the   complex   narratological   organization   of   the   book   interrogates   the   boundaries 



























death,  as  we find out)   in a  narrative   that  progressively  discloses  to   the reader  both 
characters   and   their   experience   of   life,   as   well   as   their   differing   knowledge   of 
daughterhood.   The  way   the   tale   is   organized   and   the  way   it   relates   to   Frances’s 
discomfort with whom she feels she is because of her family history, reminds us of what 
Marianne Hirsch, following Freud, calls the family romance: “By using the notion of 




parents:   “Gerald   and   Ivy   were   not   culpable,   not   cruel,   only   a   little   stupid,   and 






her  parents;   from  Ivy,   the  protection  afforded  by   attention   to   externals,  politeness, 
correctness, an impregnable surface; from Gerald,  disconnection,  uninvolvement,  the 
capacity  not   to  be  there  whether  you were  there  or  not”  (81).  Quite  a  blow  to  the 
feminist ideologies of celebratory mothering, while the psychoanalytic discourse that 
informs, among others, the cultural construction of this fiction, becomes an ironic tool 
to   question   the   limits   of   our   rational   understanding   of   subjectivity   itself.   In   her 
autobiographical Skating to Antarctica, the British writer is even more openly mordant 
toward psychoanalytically  based mothering   theories.   In   the following quotation,  she 
wittingly refers to her own daughterly experience as a psychic subject with a hint of 
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thread   of   a   wider   understanding   of   autobiography   itself.   According   to   Feldman, 
testimony becomes real in­between the gaps, resistances and hesitations that  arise  in­
between discourses. Testimonies relate the moment, not the whole: it is such a moment 








to   Feminism,   psychoanalysis,   biology   and   narratology   are   instrumental   to   an 
understanding  of   the  multiplicity  of  discursive  practices  which   take  part   in   subject 











so defying  once  more all   the   rules?­   to   the   third  person narration  when she  relates 
Frances’s story. So much for abjection. The creature has a very clear sense of self and a 
close bond exists between Frances as a mother and her brainless baby narrator. 
  Another  example of Jenny Diski’s  mastering of how discursive practices  and 
intermingling   disciplines   function   in   subject   formation   is   her   constant   reference   to 
Biology ­as representative of the real existence of earthbound rationality­ to stress her 





listener.   In   this   particular   section   of   one  of   the   dialogues   –again   a   clear   sarcastic 






























Since the pioneering texts  of Judith  Mitchell’s  Psychoanalysis  and Feminism 
and   Nancy   Chodorow’s  The   Reproduction   of   Mothering,   the   daughter­mother 






















also   due   to   the   closeness   of   bodies   (the   creature’s   and   the  maternal   body);   facial 
expressions, smell, touch –or lack of it­ all help to build the baby’s future positive or 
negative sense of (gendered) self. At the same time, there is a kind of ambiguity within 














figure when sketching Frances and Ivy’s bonding process  in   the pre­oedipal  period. 














once  again  present   in   the  autobiographical   analysis  of  her  own process  of  mother­
attachment and add more confusion to the readers’ efforts to decode the literary text: 
There   seems   to   be   no   limit   to   the   reach   and   power   of   popular   psychology. 



















…  The   development   of   the   self   is   relational.   (Chodorow,   1999:   67­8.   My 
emphasis).
Now,   we   have   already   gone   through   the   first   of   the   two   mother­daughter 
narratives   that   are   suggested   in   the   text   and   seen   how  Diski   plays  with   different 
theoretical   approaches   to   give   life   to   a   deeply   disruptive   (and   at   some   points 
autobiographical)  family romance.  But, what happens when the fulcrum of the story 
shifts   towards   the   second   of   the   two   narratives?   Apparently,   the   Frances­Nony 
relationship   is   represented   as   redeeming   and   embedded   in   a   worldview   close   to 
Chodorow’s analysis, but in fact it is deeply rooted in death and negation. In Frances’s 















Another   question   that   complicates   the   reading   of  Like   Mother  –and   is 


















of  autobiographical  experiences   in  her  novels,   I   personally   think   that  Siegel’s  point  can  be  of  use. 
Michael Neary writes: “Like many writers, her novels are a by­product of her life … Without doubt, the 









daughters   and   by   mothers­   suggests   that   the   daughter’s   autobiographical   tale,   in 
traditional terms, reflects the language of the father as the mother is understood as body 

































pulled   it   towards  her.   I  can  sign   it  now,  she   thought.  The  date  of  publication  was 
projected for nine months ahead. She had been waiting, she realized. Now that the last 
piece of the puzzle had clicked into place. How perfect, how sensible everything was. 
How right” (186). The circle is then complete, mother and daughter have come to terms 
with who they are, one through the logos, the other through a narrative that the reader 
can only imagine.  An apparently perfect ­and deadly­ fusion of the mother­daughter 
tale. This would be a perfectly constructed ending, a meeting point for the real and the 
apparent, the unconscious and the conscious selves, life and death, the rational and the 
irrational, mother and daughter. But Jenny Diski dislocates the reader once more right at 
the very last page of the novel. The last  dialogue acknowledges life over death: the 
mother has decided to let herself die and succumb to self­destruction and alienation, but 
the daughter is alive and this time is ready to tell her own story. Will she ever become a 
mother?
­Do you want to tell me something?
­Yes.
­Yes?
­I want to tell you a story.
14
­A story?
­My story. It’s the only one I know.
­Go ahead, I’m listening (190. My emphasis)
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